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ABSTRACT: Radiative cooling has attracted considerable attention due to
its tremendous potential in exploiting the cold reservoir of deep sky.
However, overcooling always occurs in the conventional static radiative
coolers because they operate only in the cooling mode in both hot and cold.
Therefore, a dynamic radiative cooler based on phase change materials is
highly desired. Nevertheless, the practical outdoor phase-change-based
dynamic radiative cooling has not yet been experimentally demonstrated. To
satisfy the stringent requirement of the phase-change-based radiative cooler
in outdoor weather conditions, we engineered the phase-change material
(VO2) to possess the room-temperature phase-transition capability for
typical weather conditions. Second, the reconﬁgurable cavity consists of the
lossless spacer to ensure the magnitude of thermal modulation and suppress
the solar absorption simultaneously. Third, the practical selective-ﬁltering method is devised to shield the solar irradiance while
permitting the thermal emission. Our experiment demonstrates that these materials and photonic measures can work together to
realize the dynamic radiative cooling in actual weather conditions, which shows a self-adaptive switch between the ON-cooling state
in hot daytime and the OFF-cooling state in cold nighttime. The study pushes the radiative cooler toward multifunctionality and
provides beneﬁcial guidance for the phase-change-based intelligent thermal control.
KEYWORDS: passive cooling, dynamic radiative cooling, room-temperature phase transition, VO2, thermal emission, thermochromic ﬁlm

■

INTRODUCTION
Radiative cooling has aroused widespread and intensive
attention because its passive working mode of subambient
cooling provides a sustainable and eco-friendly solution to
global resource exhaustion and escalating climate change.1−3
Compared to nocturnal radiative cooling, daytime radiative
cooling faces more challenges on spectral selectivity.4−6
Generally, besides the high emissivity in the mid-infrared
atmospheric window, as required by nocturnal radiative
cooling, daytime radiative cooling simultaneously requires an
ultralow emissivity in the spectral range where solar irradiance
accumulates.7 To deal with this intractable challenge, many
schemes have been devised, such as the multilayered ﬁlm
stacks,4,8−10 the nanoparticle-based metamaterials,11−13 the
silica-coated porous anodic aluminum oxides,14 and the
hierarchical porous polymer coatings.15,16
Nevertheless, these radiative coolers mainly focused on
maximizing the cooling power or reducing the fabrication cost,
whereas the mismatch of cooling powers between the supply
and the demand has rarely been investigated. The power
mismatch stems from the static feature of the conventional
radiative cooler that cannot adapt to ambient temperatures.
Namely, the static daytime radiative coolers are working not
© 2022 American Chemical Society

only in hot weather (or daytime) but also in cold weather (or
nighttime), which could inevitably lead to overcooling in lowtemperature cases.17 Therefore, endeavors have been made to
allow the radiative cooling eﬀect to switch between ON and
OFF modes dynamically. For instance, Pech-May and Retsch
proposed an angle-selective solar ﬁlter to ﬂexibly control the
radiative cooling during daytime via turning the placement
orientation of the solar ﬁlter.18 Wang et al. designed a
compound metasurface consisting of silver cross-resonators
supported by polymers with a large thermal expansion
coeﬃcient, theoretically predicting the adaptive switch
between radiative cooling and solar heating.19 Xia et al.
conceived a kind of V-shaped window shutter, where the
opening angle can be adjusted by the temperature-driven shape
memory springs, enabling a tunable cooling according to
seasons and climates.20 The aforementioned methods involve
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the mechanical transformation of compound structures, which
might be problematic in response speed and cyclic stress
fatigue. In this perspective, Taylor and Long et al. proposed a
sandwiched VO2/Si/Al conﬁguration that utilized the phasechange property of VO2 materials instead of the macroscopic
structural transformation.21,22 Furthermore, Kort-Kamp et al.
established a self-consistent framework for adaptive temperature control based on phase-change materials and presented a
reference design with multilayer ﬁlms.23 Kim et al. presented a
switchable radiative cooler design and conﬁrmed that the
switchable cooler could keep a steady temperature despite the
change in environmental conditions.24 To further suppress the
parasitic solar absorption or improve the emissivity tunability
of phase-change materials, many photonic structures are
proposed and demonstrated numerically;25−28 however, the
complicated conﬁgurations are not easily fabricated in a
scalable way. Besides, the phase-transition temperature of the
widely used intrinsic VO2 (∼68 °C) is too high relative to the
room temperature. Consequently, the experimental realization
of the dynamic radiative cooler based on phase-change material
in natural climate conditions has seldom been demonstrated
according to the best of our knowledge.17
In this work, we experimentally demonstrated the
implementation of passive dynamic radiative cooling in
consecutive outdoor measurements, which is much diﬀerent
from the active dynamic thermal emitter driven by electrical or
thermal sources. It is worth noting that the passive dynamic
radiative cooler faces many tough challenges to be self-adaptive
to the ambient circumstance. First, the room temperature level
has to be achieved for the dynamic switching point, which is
not only due to the availability in typical climates but also due
to the reasonability of the moderate critical temperature to
restrain overcooling. Second, the thermalized absorption in the
solar spectrum range needs to be thoroughly considered,
besides the emissivity in the mid-infrared range for many
dynamic thermal emitters, since the device is usually exposed
to sunlight in practical applications. Third, the spectral ﬁlter
that shields the solar light while selectively passing through the
thermal emission is highly needed because of the nontrivial
solar absorption in the phase-change layer and other layers. To
deal with these problems, we developed a set of comprehensive
measures, including lowering the phase-transition temperature
of phase-change materials through doping techniques,
mitigating the parasitic absorption of the phase-change device
by using lossless resonator spacers, and selectively ﬁltering the
ultraviolet to mid-infrared waveband via matched silicon
wafers. These measures are simple but eﬀective, which work
together to switch on the ON-cooling mode in the hightemperature daytime and switch oﬀ the cooling (OFF-cooling)
mode in the low-temperature nighttime, showing a sharp
contrast with the black paint counterpart that inversely heats in
the hot temperatures while cooling in the low temperatures.
The investigation advances the application of adaptive radiative
cooling and reveals the promising potential of the phasechange-based device for intelligent thermal control.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram for the dynamic radiative-cooling
system, where the solar shade and the VO2-based device are tandemly
assembled. The VO2-based device made from phase-change materials
presents a metallic state (as indicated in red color) with high
emissivity in the hot temperature and an insulator state (as indicated
in blue color) with low emissivity in the cold temperature. With the
aid of spectrally selective solar shades, the device is capable of keeping
cooling (i.e., Prad > Pin) in the daytime (or hot weather) and shutting
oﬀ cooling (i.e., Prad ≈ Pin) in the nighttime (or cold weather). (b)
Extinction coeﬃcients of VO2 materials in the insulator state (blue
curve) and the metal state (red curve). Reproduced with permission
from ref 29. Copyright 2020 Elsevier. The solar irradiance and the
atmospheric transmittance of deep sky are included to show the
distinct spectral ranges in physics.

mainly functions as the dynamic switch of the high- and lowemissivity states. As shown in Figure 1a, in the daytime (or hot
weather), the high temperature makes the phase-change-based
device stay at a high-emissivity state, which leads the emitted
power (Prad) of the radiative cooler to be greater than the
input-energy (Pin) ﬁltrated by the solar shade, i.e., Prad > Pin.
Therefore, the dynamic radiative cooler is capable of cooling in
hot weather or daytime. In the nighttime (or cold weather), as
shown in the right panel of Figure 1a, the phase-change-based
radiative cooler turns into a low-emissivity state, leading to Prad
≈ Pin and then a shutoﬀ of the cooling process. The dramatic
change of emissivity induced by the insulator-to-metallic phase
transition is indicated in Figure 1b by exemplifying the typical
phase-change material of VO2. As shown in Figure 1b, as VO2
changes from the insulator state to the metallic, the extinction
coeﬃcient increases signiﬁcantly in the mid-infrared, showing a
giant tunability on the thermal regulation. In addition, the
extinction coeﬃcient of typical phase-change materials (e.g.,
VO2) within the solar spectrum is nontrivial (κ ∼ 0.5)
compared to the intrinsic silicon widely used for photovoltaic
cells and photoelectric detectors,29−31 indicating the adequate
necessity of solar-shading measures in actual weather
conditions. To avoid confusion, it is noted that the VO2
material, the VO2 layer, the device, and the so-called system
represent the substance that the VO2 ﬁlm can be made from
the VO2 thin ﬁlm itself, the VO2/HfO2/Ag sandwiched
structure, and the entire conﬁguration including the solar
ﬁlter component, respectively.

■

GENERAL CONCEPT
The passive dynamic radiative cooling mechanism based on
phase-change materials is illustrated in Figure 1, which mainly
consists of two functional components: the solar shade and the
phase-change-based device. The solar shade is utilized to block
the solar irradiance while keeping transparent to the midinfrared thermal emission, and the phase-change-based device
14314
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Figure 2. (a) Conﬁguration of the VO2-based device with a sandwiched architecture consisting of the W-doped VO2 layer [noted as VO2(W)], the
HfO2 dielectric spacer, and the Al reﬂective layer. As VO2 (W) presents a metallic state, the metal−insulator−metal cavity can be formed to yield
high thermal emission; while VO2 (W) turns into an insulator state, the cavity would be broken to facilitate low thermal emission. (b) Calculated
emissivity spectra as a function of the HfO2 thickness for the total device in metallic and insulator states. (c) Cross-sectional SEM images of the asprepared samples, with (d) an enlarged microscopic image for details.

Figure 3. (a) Measured absorption (red line) and reﬂection (black line) spectra for the VO2-based device at room temperature. (b) Measured
optical (i.e., absorption, reﬂection, and transmission) spectra for the polished silicon wafer with a thickness of ∼500 μm. (c) Calculated absorption
in the VO2 and Al layers with (w/) and without (w/o) the presences of silicon wafers. (d) Electromagnetic ﬁeld distribution and the normalized
optical loss in the thickness direction. (e) Calculated solar absorption ratios of VO2 and Al layers w/and w/o wafers according to (c).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

sandwiched conﬁguration can function as a reconﬁgurable
cavity in the mid-infrared: as VO2 stays in the metallic state, a
typical metal−insulator−metal Fabry−Perot cavity can be
formed; as VO2 turns into the insulator state, the top VO2 layer
becomes transparency and leads to a signiﬁcantly weakened
cavity eﬀect. It is noted that such a Fabry−Perot cavity eﬀect
can still be valid in the visible range; however, it is not
reconﬁgurable since the corresponding refractive indices are
unchanged during the insulator−metallic transition (as
indicated in Figure 1b).
To optimize the thermal modulation magnitude, the HfO2
spacer is designed carefully based on numerical calculations.
The VO2 and Al layers are set at 50 and 150 nm, respectively;
the spacer thickness value is swept in a range of 0.5−1.1 μm
approximately according to the quarter-wavelength rule (i.e.,

Photonic Device Design and Fabrication. The
conﬁguration for the VO2-based phase-change device is given
in Figure 2a, which consists (from bottom to top) of the silica
substrate, the Al reﬂector layer, the HfO2 dielectric spacer, and
the VO2 layer, respectively. The Al reﬂector is adopted instead
of the silver because the silver layer would be oxidized in the
follow-up process. The HfO2 spacer is chosen due to its high
dielectric constant and losslessness throughout the broadband
range from the visible to mid-infrared. Although silicon and
germanium semiconductors have been proposed as dielectric
spacers because of their transparency in most mid-infrared
wavebands, they are extremely lossy in the visible range and
unsuitable for the practical dynamic radiative coolers. The
14315
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λ/4n). As shown in Figure 2b, in the metallic state, the
emissivity peaks rightly appear in the atmospheric window (i.e.,
8−14 μm), which is gradually increased in magnitude as the
spacer thickness increases; however, in the insulator state, the
emissivity is also proportionally increased with the spacer
thickness increasing. Therefore, a trade-oﬀ can be reached as
the spacer thickness equals a moderate value (e.g., ∼800 nm)
for the emissivity diﬀerence. The samples are then prepared by
using the direct-current magnetron sputtering and high-power
impulse magnetron sputtering methods based on the optical
design and numerical optimization. The preparation details can
be referred to in the Methods section and our previous work.32
Figure 1c,d shows the scanning electron microscopic images of
the as-prepared samples with enlarged details; the thickness of
the VO2, HfO2, and Al layers is approximately 50, 800, and 150
nm, respectively, coinciding well with the previous design.
Optical Response in the Solar Spectrum. The optical
responses of the phase-change-based device in the solar
spectrum range were analyzed ﬁrst according to the measured
and calculated results. As shown in Figure 3a, multiple peaks
can be observed in the absorption spectrum, which presents an
inverse line shape to the reﬂection spectrum since T = 0 in the
total system. The multiple peaks and dips can also be ascribed
to the Fabry−Perot resonances. It is noted that the absorption
of the phase-change-based device is rather high in the solar
spectral range, which suggests that the solar shade is urgently
needed. As mentioned above, the solar shade should block the
solar irradiance and simultaneously keep transparent to the
thermal emission. Therefore, the infrared-transparent silicon
wafer with one side polished might serve as an excellent
candidate. Figure 3b displays the measured optical performance of the polished silicon wafer, manifesting its eﬀectiveness
for selective solar shading. As shown in Figure 3b, with the aid
of the combined eﬀect of solar absorption and surface
reﬂection, the transmittance of the standalone silicon wafer
approaches zero in the wavelength where solar irradiance
predominates (e.g., λ < 1 μm). Although nearly half of the
near-infrared solar light can still penetrate through the wafer,
the weighted solar energy is acceptable on the whole. On the
other hand, the solar absorption of the Si wafer would increase
the temperature in the air chamber and the bottom VO2
device; however, the temperature enhancement is minor due to
the ultralow thermal conductivity of the air medium (i.e., 0.025
W/mK) and the much lower radiative power of the Si wafer
compared to the VO2 device (e.g., ∼13% of the latter at 40 °C
according to our calculation). According to the theory work,28
the exchanged power between the Si wafer and the bottom
VO2 device is calculated, which shows that the exchanged
powers are only 2 and 17 W/m2 at ambient temperatures of 15
and 40 °C, respectively. Additionally, the thermal emission
from the Si wafer is not an entirely negative factor because a
moderate temperature rise is favorable for triggering the phase
transition of the VO2 layer.
To validate the wafer eﬀect and uncover the device’s
absorption distribution, the electromagnetic transport in each
layer is obtained by solving the Maxwell equations with
Comsol Multiphysics. As shown in Figure 3c, without the
presence of the wafer, the VO2 layer shows a strong solar
absorption with characteristic Fabry−Perot resonances, which
coincides nicely with the experiment, indicating that the VO2
layer accounts for the majority proportion of the device total
absorption. The prediction is conﬁrmed by the electromagnetic
ﬁeld distribution and the normalized absorption shown in

Figure 3d. According to the results in Figure 3c,d, the
absorption of the Al back-reﬂector also exists especially in the
visible band, which can reach ∼20% at a few resonance peaks
(e.g., λ = 510 μm); however, as shown in Figure 3e, with the
aid of the wafer, the parasitic absorption in the Al layer can be
almost completely suppressed. Moreover, as shown in Figures
3c,e, the absorption of the VO2 layer is signiﬁcantly reduced by
∼91% (i.e., from 0.55 to 0.05) with the presence of the silicon
wafer. The collective results demonstrate the necessity and
eﬀectiveness of the solar ﬁlter for the stringent radiative
cooling requirement.
Dynamic Emissivity in the Mid-Infrared Waveband.
The dynamic emissivity spectra of the prepared VO2 device are
measured during the heating and cooling cycle by using the
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with an
integrating sphere. Figures 4a and 4b show the spectral
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Figure 4. Dynamic emissivity spectra of the VO2 device as the
temperature (a) increases from 5 to 40 °C or (b) drops from 40 to 5
°C. (c) Hysteresis curve of the average emissivity during a cooling and
heating cycle. The light yellow region indicates the occurrence of the
phase transition within the temperature range of Tpc.

changes of emissivity as the sample is heated from 5 to 40 °C
and cooled from 40 to 5 °C, respectively. For showing the
overall performance, the average thermal emissivity (ε)̅ is
obtained by integrating the spectral emissivity and weighting
on the blackbody emittance over the wavelength range of 2.5−
25 μm:
25 μm

ε̅ =

∫2.5 μm ε(λ)Ibb(λ) dλ
25 μm

∫2.5 μm Ibb(λ) dλ

(1)

As shown in Figures 4a,c, at a low temperature of 5 °C, the
emissivity is relatively low, with an average emissivity of 0.33.
As the temperature increases to 10 °C, the emissivity spectrum
is almost unchanged and overlaps with that of 5 °C, indicating
that the phase-transition process has not been triggered. As the
temperature is increased to 15 °C, the corresponding
emissivity spectrum starts to increase, manifesting that the
phase transition has begun. Subsequently, as the temperature is
increased from 15 to 35 °C evenly, the emissivity increases
gradually, and a considerable jump appears between the
emissivity spectra for T = 25 and 30 °C. As the temperature is
greater than 35 °C, the emissivity spectrum exhibits a steady
state, indicating the accomplishment of the phase-transition
process. As the VO2 device cools, as shown in Figure 4b, the
14316
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Figure 5. (a) Experimental setup for the rooftop temperature measurement. (b) Thermal images for the investigated samples, where the dashed
borders show the rough outlines of the samples beneath the silicon wafers. (c) Schematic diagram of the test chamber, where the red and black
blocks indicate the investigated sample (i.e., the dynamic radiative cooler noted as DRC) and the control sample (i.e., the commercial black paint),
respectively. T1 (T1*), T2 (T2*), and T3 (T3*) represent the temperatures at typical positions of the system with the DRC (or Black paint) sample.
(d) Meteorological data of solar irradiance and humidity. (e, f) Representative temperatures at the characteristic positions labeled in (c) for the
DRC and Black paint samples. The insets show the temperature diﬀerences between the ambient air chamber and the corresponding samples (i.e.,
ΔT = T2 − T1 or ΔT = T2* − T1*).

Outdoor Temperature Measurement under Natural
Weather Conditions. The outdoor temperature measurement was recorded at Soochow University, Suzhou City
(N31°18′3.84″, E120°34′52), on some sunny days from
November to December 2020. Figure 5a gives the assembly
setup for the rooftop temperature measurement, consisting of
the test box, the thermometer, the pyranometer, and the
hygrometers. Because the samples are underneath the wafers,
the thermal images are taken to obtain the rough outlines of
the two comparative systems: the VO2-based dynamic radiative
cooler (noted as “DRC”) and the control sample of the
commercial black paint (H1277, HaoShun, China) covered on
the Al foil (noted as “Black paint”). The cross-sectional view of
the test box is displayed in Figure 5c, showing in detail the
speciﬁc physical model as in previous works.1,4,8,9,11 First, two
blind holes of identical size are carved out of the custom
styrofoam container. Then, the silicon wafers (∼500 μm in
thickness) are covered on the square blind holes to form two
closed air chambers in which the samples are placed and
attached with thermocouples to monitor the real-time
temperature. And then, the thin polyethylene ﬁlm seals the
top opening of the styrofoam container, avoiding the inﬂuence
of the external air convection and heat conduction to the
internal system. In this way, the uppermost air chamber creates
a uniﬁed environment for the reference temperature. It noted
that the bottom air chamber is also necessary for our solarabsorptive type DRC conﬁgurations since it avoids the direct
contact between the silicon wafer and the bottom VO2 device,

emissivity spectra evolve in a reversible response, i.e.,
decreasing monotonously as temperature drops.
Figure 4c shows the hysteresis curve of phase-change
materials characterized by the temperature-dependent averaged emissivity. Although there is a slight discrepancy in the
emissivities during the heating and cooling processes, the
magnitude of thermal modulation is almost the same in a cycle
(i.e., changing from 0.33 to 0.76, or vice versa). As shown in
Figure 4c, the transition process occurs in the approximate
temperature range of 15−40 °C, which falls well into the room
temperature level that is highly desired for the dynamic
radiative cooling in typical climates. The signiﬁcant decrease in
phase transition temperature is due to the physical mechanism
that a small amount of tungsten doping can radically induce
the lattice distortion of vanadium dioxide, thus lowering the
enthalpy and Mott transition temperature.33−35 The decrease
of phase transition temperature is directly proportional to the
amount of tungsten doping, which corresponds to the room
temperatures at an approximate range of 1−3 at. %.36−38 This
work adopts the doping concentration of 2 at. % according to
the previous reports and practical experience. It is noted that
although tungsten doping can induce the phase transition to
occur easier and undergo diﬀerently (e.g., narrow the width of
hysteresis loops), it hardly changes the optical properties of
steady VO2 materials either before or after the phase transition
because the amount of tungsten dopant is too small to aﬀect
the dielectric constant of the bulk material.38
14317
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which can signiﬁcantly reduce the heat exchange via changing
the mode of thermal transfer from that dominated by thermal
conduction to that dominated by thermal radiation. The
distance between the silicon wafer and the VO2 device is
employed as ∼100 mm considering the nonideal thermal
insulating property of the air medium, which is without deep
optimization due to the distance independence nature of the
macroscopic thermal radiation (this is distinct from that of the
near-ﬁeld radiation).39 The temperatures on the top surface of
silicon wafers (T3 and T3*), in the lower air chambers (T2 and
T2*), and beneath the samples (T1 and T1*) are monitored
simultaneously by using a multichannel thermocouple, where
Ti and Ti* represent the temperatures in the DRC and the
black paint systems, respectively. The primary meteorological
conditions, i.e., solar irradiance and humidity, are also recorded
in real time by using the pyranometer and the hygrometer
placed outside the test box (as shown in Figure 5a) to facilitate
the comprehensive evaluation of the temperature measurements.
As shown in Figure 5d, the solar intensity can reach ∼800
W/m2 at noontime and then drops slowly over time,
approaching zero after the time of 16:30. Being almost
inversely proportional to solar illuminance, the humidity is
relatively low during the daytime and increases signiﬁcantly
after sunset. The temperature measurements for the systems
with DRC and Black paint samples are given in Figures 5e and
5f, respectively. As shown in Figure 5e, once the samples are
exposed to the sky, their temperatures increase quickly and
reach a relatively steady stage after a few minutes. The silicon
wafer is the hottest (T3), then the cavity (T2), and then the
DRC sample (T1), which are for example, 39.9, 35.6, and 33.4
°C at 13:00, respectively. It can be seen from the inset of
Figure 5e that the DRC sample is always cooler than the
ambient air cavity in the hot daytime as expected, thanks to the
adequate thermal emission pumped from the high-temperature
state phase-change-based device. Moreover, it is worth noting
that the cooling magnitude (i.e., ΔT) decreases as the
temperature drops and ﬁnally approaches zero during the
cooler nighttime, manifesting a favorable self-adaptive temperature-modulating capability. The intelligent suppression of
overcooling is attributed to the temperature-dependent phase
transition process as well as the proper engineering of the
phase transition temperature. Although the white paint would
yield a cooler temperature at daytime, it cannot measure the
solar ﬁltering eﬀect of the top Si wafer in the experiment since
it can reﬂect almost all the solar light by itself; on the other
hand, the white paint always has high thermal emission in the
mid-infrared and thus results in a cooler temperature at
nighttime, which works the same as the black paint. Therefore,
a control sample of the black paint is employed to accentuate
further the advantages of adaptive radiative cooling, which
performs exactly the opposite of the designed device. As shown
in Figure 5f, while the temperature of the lower air chamber
above the black paint sample (T2*) is almost the same as that
above the DRC (T2), the temperature of the black paint is
much higher than the ambient air cavity (T1* > T2*) in the
hotter daytime but lower (T1* < T2*) in the cooler nighttime.
The failure of radiative cooling stems from the excessive solar
absorption of black paint, which manifests that moderate solar
absorption is a critical prerequisite for radiative cooling and
reﬂects the necessity of utilizing the lossless spacer for DRC.
As shown in Figure 5f, the temperature of black paint is higher
(>2 °C) than the ambient air chamber in the daytime, while

being lower (>2 °C) than the ambient air chamber in the
nighttime, which is rightly the opposite of what the dynamic
cooling needs.
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■

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have successfully engineered the VO2-based
phase-change device toward the passive dynamic radiative
cooling in actual weather conditions, addressing crucial factors
such as the phase transition temperature, parasitic solar
absorption, dynamic temperature modulation, and prototype
apparatus. As a result, the planarized VO2 device achieved a
cooling eﬀect in the hot daytime with intense solar irradiation
and switched oﬀ the cooling mode in the cold nighttime selfadaptively, showing a sharp contrast with the black paint
counterpart that heats in the hot daytime while cooling in the
cold nighttime. In addition to providing the feasibility
demonstration, we have also highlighted the essential guidelines for the passive dynamic radiative coolers: ﬁrst, the roomtemperature phase transition plays a vital role in adapting the
phase-change-based radiative cooler to practical applications;
second, inhibiting the parasitic absorption is essential in all the
layers of the dynamic radiative coolers, especially for the
obstinate solar absorption in phase-change material; third, the
selective spectral ﬁlter can signiﬁcantly contribute to balancing
the solar irradiance and thermal emittance, thus eﬀectively
alleviating the stringent spectral requirements of dynamic
radiative cooling. In the end, it is necessary to emphasize that
although the silicon wafer plays a signiﬁcant role in the system,
it might not be the best choice or need to be improved with
the solar-reﬂective schemes because their parasitic absorption
brings the excessive heat exchange to the underlying VO2
devices, and the air chamber is adverse to the device
integration. In this regard, developing the solar reﬂective ﬁlter
deposited directly on the VO2 device with ultralow parasitic
absorption would enhance the dynamic radiative cooling
performance and facilitate device integration. However, such a
reﬂective coating is challenging in experimental implementation since it requires transparency in the mid-infrared and nearperfect reﬂection across the broadband solar spectrum.
Nevertheless, dynamic radiative cooling is a promising and
developing technology, and some breakthroughs have emerged
most recently.40,41 It is expected that the phase-change-based
dynamic radiative cooler, which can operate in a completely
passive mode independent of any electrical or mechanical
sources, would provide a potential candidate for various
applications with strict requirements on weight, reliability, and
energy consumption.

■

METHODS

Sample Preparation and Optical Measurements. In the
sample preparation, the 1 mm thick fused quartz glass was used as a
substrate, which was preprocessed by ultrasonic cleaning with ethyl
alcohol, acetone, isopropanol, and demineralized water in sequence.
After drying with nitrogen, the substrates were coated with the Al
(150 nm) and HfO2 (800 nm) layers by using the direct current
magnetron sputtering (DCMS). For the HfO2 layer deposition, the
applied sputtering power was 200 W, the substrate temperature was
200 °C, and the working pressure was kept at 0.90 Pa, with a pure
argon and oxygen ratio of 80/4.0; more detailed preparation
parameters were described in our previous study.42 The VO2 layer
(50 nm) was prepared by using the high-power impulse magnetron
sputtering system (MS650C, KeYou, China). In the deposition of the
VO2 layer, the VO2 target doped with W in 2 at. % is chosen for
tailoring the conventional phase-transition temperature (i.e., 68 °C)
14318
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down to the room temperature level (e.g., ∼25 °C); the substrate
temperature was 400 °C, the applied power was 190 W, and the
working pressure was kept at 0.86 Pa, with a pure argon and oxygen
ratio of 80/(0.7−0.9). The prepared VO2 device was annealed in a
tube furnace at 400 °C for 2 h under an Ar atmosphere. The detailed
preparation parameters can be referred to in our previous work.32 The
cross section of samples was observed in SEM (Phenom-World BV,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The reﬂection (R) and transmission
(T) spectra were obtained by using the UV−vis−NIR spectrophotometer (Lambda-950, PerkinElmer) with a wavelength range of
250−2500 nm. The absorption spectra of the total system are derived
by using the conversation law of energy (i.e., A = 1 − R − T). The
dynamic emissivity spectra of the prepared VO2 device are measured
during the heating and cooling cycle by using a VERTEX 70 (Bruker)
FTIR spectrometer with an A562 integrating sphere.
Full-Wave Numerical Simulations. The full-wave optical
calculation was performed by using commercially available Comsol
Multiphysics. The frequency-domain solver is used to compute the
electromagnetic ﬁeld of the multilayered system in response to the
monochromatic plane-wave source. The wavelength parameter is
swept in a step of 1 nm. The absorptivity is calculated by using
1
A = ∮∮∮v 2 ωε″(ω)|E|2 dv , where v is the volume of active absorber
2
layer, |E| the normalized light intensity at the near ﬁeld, and ε″ the
imaginary part of the material dielectric function of each layer. The
calculated emissivity is considered to be equal to the absorptivity
according to Kirchhoﬀ’s law. The complex refractive indexes of the Si,
VO2, HfO2, and Al material were obtained from the experimental
data.30,29,43,44 The parasitic absorption ratio is calculated by using the
μm
formula αsolar = ∫ 2.5
0.3 μmIAM1.5(λ)A(λ) dλ/∫ IAM1.5(λ) dλ, where A(λ) is
the solar absorbance and IAM1.5(λ) is the standard solar irradiance
(ASTM G173-03).
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